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Welcome to the first edition of the ITF Wheelchair Tennis Coaches
Review.
Educating coaches on wheelchair tennis is one of the primary goals of
the ITF Development Department and is clearly one of the most fundamental keys to the future of this fast growing sport. We hope that this
publication will become an important vehicle in not only improving the
level of wheelchair tennis coaching, but also educating all coaches to
the unique facets of this variation of tennis.
One of the glaring weaknesses wheelchair tennis faces is the shortage
of printed coaching material and information. Likewise, most countries typically have only a small handful of coaches who are active in
wheelchair tennis, thus allowing little opportunity for coaches to share
and acquire new ideas and information from one another. We hope
that the WTCR will be a means by which wheelchair tennis coaches
can not only keep up to date on the latest coaching information but
offer all coaches insight into our game.
The first issue includes a “mixed bag” of articles on a variety of topics
presented by some of wheelchair tennis’ top coaches and advisors.
We open with an article by ITF Medical Commission member Darren
Bailey who gives a quick overview of the sport and the hot issue of
eligibility in Wheelchair Tennis...On a Roll!. Next, Randy Snow takes
a look at the now fashionable Anti-Tip Tube. Two mobility related
articles follow with Wayne Elderton focusing on the technical side of
the wheelchair tennis push in The Mobility Cycle, while Dan James
offers us insight on court positioning in the Shifting Hub. The last article gives tennis coaches a few ideas on how to programme wheelchair
tennis activities at their clubs.
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I would like to thank all the coaches who contributed articles to this
issue of WTCR and would like to encourage others to contribute any
articles they deem relevant and worthy of inclusion in future issues.
Finally, I would like to invite any feedback you may have on how we
can continue to improve this publication in future issues.
I hope you enjoy this first issue of Wheelchair Tennis Coaches Review.

Marko Polic
ITF Wheelchair Tennis Development Officer
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wheelchair tennis “on a roll!”
by Darren Bailey, ITF Medical Commission

Over the past two decades, wheelchair tennis has been one of the fastest growing and most exciting
international disability sports. On 1 January 1998, the International Wheelchair Tennis Federation was
fully integrated into the International Tennis Federation (ITF), making it the first disability sport to achieve
such a union at an international level.
The sport has already established itself through the success and recognition of such events as the NEC
Wheelchair Tennis Tour (125 tournaments world-wide), the Invacare World Team Cup (the equivalent of
the Davis Cup and Fed Cup) and the singles and doubles Masters competition, the year-end events to
which the top ranked players are invited. Wheelchair tennis is also a Paralympic sport and the world’s
leading players have just recently battled it out for Paralympic medals in Sydney, Australia.
WHAT IS WHEELCHAIR TENNIS?
As far as the Rules of Play are concerned, the game of wheelchair tennis follows the same rules as ablebodied tennis (as endorsed by the ITF) except that the wheelchair tennis player is allowed 2 bounces of
the ball.
The sport provides an eligibility criteria to determine who is entitled to compete in sanctioned ITF wheelchair tennis tournaments and the Paralympic Games.
To be eligible, a player must have a medically diagnosed permanent mobility related physical disability.
This permanent physical disability must result in a substantial or total loss of function in one or more lower
extremities. If, as a result of these functional limitations, the player is unable to play competitive ablebodied tennis (that is, having the mobility to cover the court with adequate speed), then the player is eligible
to play competitive wheelchair tennis in sanctioned ITF wheelchair tennis tournaments. There is also a
quad division with separate eligibility criteria.
ELIGIBILITY
As in all disability sport, issues of player eligibility inevitably arise in wheelchair tennis from time to time.
The sport has put in place mechanisms to deal with such disputes. The procedures have been revised,
recently, as part of the sport’s on-going development.
A new body has been established to provide assistance to the sport in various areas. This body, the ITF
Wheelchair Tennis Medical Commission, provides advice on medical issues and assistance on other matters that impact on the sport.
A key function of the Commission is to resolve eligibility disputes. The Commission is made up of medical
doctors, a legal representative, a player representative(s) and other personnel experienced in wheelchair
tennis. It acts as the adjudicating body in the event that a player’s eligibility is subject to challenge. Such
disputes are resolved within a detailed procedural framework.
Once the Commission has made its decision on a player’s eligibility that decision is communicated to both
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the player concerned and the body making the challenge. However, that is not necessarily the end of the
process. Players and relevant bodies within the sport may appeal against the Commission’s decision.
APPEALS
Any uncertainty over a player’s eligibility needs to be clarified expeditiously. However, as in the lawyers,
medics (including physiotherapists, neurologists as well as other doctors with experience in a wide range of
disciplines including orthopaedics) are likely to be required. The sport needs such experts in all jurisdictions so that it may call upon panel members throughout the world.
CAN YOU HELP?
Do you have the relevant qualifications to act as a member of an appeals panel? Do you, for example, have
particular experience of assessing disabilities (either in sport or otherwise) and believe that you would be
able to apply your skills and experience to assist the sport of wheelchair tennis? If so, then we would like
to hear from you.
For more details contact Ellen de Lange, Wheelchair Tennis Manager, tel 00-44-208-878-6464
or by E-mail (Ellen.delange@ITFTennis.com) or visit our website on ITFtennis.com to learn
more about the exciting sport of wheelchair tennis and how you may lend your skills and
experience to the sport.

using the integral anti-tip tube
by Randy Snow

We all scoffed at Jim Black in the early 90s when he leaned back
on dual anti-tippers at the US Open to hit his serves. Under my
breath I said “sissy”, that will never work. But this is the same
thing most of us said when the smaller push ring came out in racing, straps at the hip appeared and our feet migrated behind our
knees. The integral anti-tip wheel is here to stay. Let’s break it
down…
I see many chairs on the courts (basketball and tennis) with antitip tubes and I feel they are not being used properly. It is necessary to dissect mobility first to understand it better:
phase 1 or static mobility
phase 2 or moderate mobility
phase 3 or active mobility
For the sake of tennis the following definitions are offered; static mobility is during serves or overheads,
moderate is during ground strokes or to re-direct the chair, and active is during a full all out push like an
emergency ground stroke or after retrieving a drop shot.
The anti-tip device affords its user a lighter front end, which improves mobility. The two problems I see
are that 1) most people haven’t adjusted their chair to get them ‘behind’ their axle position and 2) once
people go there, they do not understand how to use the tipper to enhance active mobility. They end up
“spinning out” at the end of their turn.
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To solve #1, adjust the chair so the weight displacement is now behind the centre of gravity and SPEND
TIME THEIR during training sessions to be comfortable. A player can overcome proactive inhibition
through distributive practice with the new system. Mobility drills or ‘shadowing’ minus the actual ground
stroke will improve mobility and focus.
As far as #2, try using 1” wider upholstery for more
thoracic/lumbar support and use straps (artificial muscle) to stabilise the ‘dead’ parts of the body. Most
mobility is located here and can be significantly enhanced with the proper anti-tip set up. Get behind
the c-of-g!
As far as active mobility, once the turn is initiated
and the spin begins, pull slightly forward to avoid
the pitfall of centrifugal force. Do not kill your momentum though. As the chair has been redirected
then get back on the rear wheels and attack the
next ball. The more this technique is specifically
practiced, the more proficient the athlete will be.
The most common resistance to the anti-tip device is that the player cannot get out of the way of the ball
when it’s hit at them. If the player is continuously moving this will be less of a problem. And as all
wheelchair players as well as Marko Polic, Dan James, Aad Zwaan and other top coaches suggest, if you
are an able bodied coach you will genuinely improve your ability to specifically communicate what your
players need if you have spent time there. Hop in the chair!
Additionally, you do not need as much camber when properly using the anti-tip tube. This will lessen
your resistance down the court and help align the wheels ergonomically with your arms. Also find out
what tow in/out is and learn how to manage this critical adjustment.
If you have questions or comments you may e-mail me at www.randysnow.com.

the moving hub
by Dan James, USA National Team Coach
The “Hub” is the most important position on the tennis court for wheelchair tennis players as it is the point
of recovery for every shot. Chair mobility is the first and foremost aspect of wheelchair tennis so understanding the position of the hub is pivotal to a player’s success. For many years the hub sat six to eight feet
behind the baseline. Players moved laterally taking the ball on two bounces playing a consistent game.
With today’s advances in chair technology, player mobility has vastly improved. This has led to the use of
the chair as a power source as well as the advent of a more attacking style of play. Players are taking the
ball on one bounce more and more, making contact inside the baseline as much as possible. This new
tactic has changed the look of mobility. It is now essential to attack the ball at a forty-five degree angle
moving into the court and recovering back to the hub at the same angle. This allows the player to see both
his opponent and the ball.
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New tactics and positions in wheelchair tennis have caused a need for a moving hub. Recovery is dependent upon the shot and the position of the player. Understanding when and where to recover to, gives the
player the freedom to play shots from any vantage point on the court without fear of being out of position.

Offensive hub
A player who attacks the ball inside the baseline with an offensive shot who decides not to attack the net
will need to recover back behind the baseline. This player must understand that he is in an offensive
position and that at this point there is no need to get deep behind the baseline. Instead, he may recover just
one or two feet behind the baseline looking for a short defensive ball from his opponent. Moving the hub
close to the baseline allows him to turn his chair back into the court and attack the next shot rather than
having to continue reverse mobility and take it on two. By moving the hub closer to the baseline, you do
two things: eliminate your opponent’s recovery time and cut off potential angles he may hit.
A player who attacks the ball inside the baseline with an offensive shot who decides to attack the net must
be aware that there is a hub at the net as well. The attacking player must recognize how defensive his
opponent’s position is. If his opponent appears barely able to reach the ball, he will close the net tightly
moving the net hub inside the baseline. If his opponent is merely off the court, but appears able to take a
full swing at the ball, he will move his net hub to the service line ready to volley a stronger shot or retreat for
a lob.

Defensive hub
The defensive hub rests eight feet behind the baseline to the back fence where there is plenty of room to
manoeuver and plenty of time to react. A player will
recover to this hub after he hits a weak shot or his opponent has him out of position with a strong shot. The key
to recovering to the defensive hub is speed. Remember,
the need to recover to the defensive hub usually means
that your opponent has you in trouble and the faster you
get back, the more likely you are to stay in the point.
The player who is recovering to the defensive hub must
be ready to strike the ball while incorporating reverse
mobility. It is extremely difficult to hit a shot while your
chair is facing toward the back fence; practicing this skill
regularly is essential.
Defensive hub positioning
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The defensive hub can also be a position on the court that a player chooses to be in strategically. The
consistency strategy remains one of the strongest in the game. Remaining behind the baseline allows the
consistency player more time to react to the ball and more time to set up his shot. It is very important that
when playing this deep in the court you are not attempting to hit winners. Consistency is the only option
from there.
Finding the hub you want to recover to lies in recognising your position in the point. Knowing whether you
are in a defensive or offensive position will help you to find the right hub. Mobility is the key to wheelchair
tennis and being in the right spot on the court is the beginning of having a winning game.

wheelchair tennis mobility
by Wayne Elderton, Canadian National Coach
For the most part, coaching wheelchair tennis players is the same as coaching able-bodied players. The
biggest area of difference lies in the concepts and techniques of moving the chair (called mobility). As
important as footwork is to able-bodied tennis, mobility is to the wheelchair game. Maybe even more
so.

Man in Motion
There is an old tennis adage that goes, “If you can’t get to the ball you can’t hit it”. Dr. Bal Moore, coach
of the US Olympic wheelchair team has said, “Mobility is the single most important aspect of wheelchair tennis. It provides the base and transition for balance, timing, motion, and the execution of
skills. This is perhaps the biggest difference between wheelchair and able-bodied (A/B) tennis.”
For a tennis coach entering the world of wheelchair tennis, mobility is the most mysterious and unfamiliar
area. The challenge increases because mobility is an interface between man and machine. Both become
one in wheelchair mobility. Players must be instructed and trained in how to start, stop, manoeuvre, and
turn their chair efficiently.

Mobility and the Open Skill Process
But that isn’t the only challenge. Just like in the able-bodied game, movement needs to fit into the whole
context of the game. Where a player moves is related to the position of the opponent, the tactics being
employed, and of course, where the ball is. How they move (the technique), is just a function of the tactics.
When the pushes, directions, turns, and manoeuvers of wheelchair tennis are connected to the tactics of
the game, they become a powerful package. Coaches who employ this integrated package are coaching
wheelchair tennis, not just ways of moving around.
It is critical to acknowledge that every move in the Mobility Cycle starts with perception and decisionmaking. The player must gather the appropriate information to make the tactical decision required to
determine where, when, and how far to move. Perception and decision-making precede every Mobility manoeuver.
To help coaches with mobility training, I have created a framework and terminology that can be easily
integrated into tactical situations. It was created to unify coaches across Canada in their language and
approach to instructing and training mobility. To help us all, ‘be on the same page’. Since the framework
is comprehensive and easily attached to tactics, it also enables coaches to be more systematic when
analysing and developing mobility skills.
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The Mobility Cycle
During every point, a wheelchair player goes through a “mobility cycle”. The cycle includes the movement
of the chair to position for the shot, setting up for the stroke and the stroke itself, and the chair movement
to prepare for the next shot.
During the mobility cycle it is an important goal for the player to keep moving continuously. In
this way, the laws of inertia and momentum can work for the player. A point may consist of many cycles
linked together with the players’ movement flowing from one cycle to the next. This constant movement is
called, ‘continuous mobility’ and is preferred over repeated stops and starts.
Serves are often not the same weapon as in the able-bodied game. For effective wheelchair play it is just
as effective to speak in terms of ‘holding’ or ‘breaking’ the service return. Since return of serve is often the
more dominant shot, the following Mobility Cycle diagram starts at the top with the opponent’s contact
(serve, Etc.).

1. N E U T R A L P O SIT IO N

A ) C on tact P oin ts
B ) B alan ced p u sh

2. MANOEUVRING
A) Pushing
B) Mobility Direction
C) Brake
D) Turning

3. PREPARATION
4. RECOVERY

A) Recovery
Turn

A) Racquet hand
Transition

1. NEUTRAL POSITION
From the serve or return, a player begins the cycle in a neutral position with the body in balance to allow
a quick start in any direction. On return, the position requires both hands on the wheels for quick movement. During play the neutral position is dynamic with the player simply regaining balance and establishing
a good grip on the wheelchair push-rim after a stroke. From a neutral position a player is better able to
‘read’ the opponent’s shot and react with a strong first push. There are a couple of components to keep
in mind that effect the quality of the neutral position.
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A) Contact points
These are areas of the hand or racquet grip that connect with some
part of the wheel (tyre or push-rim). Players commonly use either
the pad of the palm against the tyre or the forearm. Some use a
larger push-rim and others remove the push-rim completely. Whatever the technique, the main goal is to have as much of the hand
or racquet grip in contact with the wheelchair as possible, to
provide maximum friction to propel the chair.
B) Balanced push
It is often an advantage to “overturn” (be angled slightly to the left
for a right hander) when in a neutral position. This compensates for
the stronger push available from the non-racquet hand.
C) Stutter
Just before the opponent’s impact, it may be necessary to quickly
slow the recovery movement. This is done by leaning back in the
chair and grabbing the wheels or hand rim. When this ‘Stutter’ is
performed, the player can change direction quickly.

The balanced push

2. MANOEUVRING
After a player has either anticipated or identified where to go, they must line up the movement of the chair
to set up for the best impact point possible.
A) Pushing
In order to propel the chair, the player can thrust with one or both hands. Pushing with one hand at a time
is called an ‘Alternating’ or ‘Straddle’ push. The more common method is to push with both hands at
the same time. The degree to which each hand is used provides directional control of the chair. Learning
to manoeuver the chair with a racquet in hand is not easy; it takes time and practice. Any way to push the
chair that works is correct. However, in general short quick thrusts are used to start and make fast
adjustments. Long thrusts are used once the chair is going to keep the chair accelerating.
B) Mobility Direction: There are three types of manoeuvering available during the positioning phase:
1. Forward Mobility: Moving straight towards the intended destination.
2. Reverse Mobility: Moving forward but away from the net towards the back fence.
3. Backward Mobility: Rolling backwards (only recommended for chairs with a rear wheel)
C) Brake: To slow the chair quickly, a player can lean back in the chair and grab the wheels or push-rim
firmly. This move is used to produce a ‘Stutter’, (before the opponent’s impact) or to adjust the chair for
a better position just before a stroke.
D) Turning: To transition from one type of mobility to the next, there are three types of turns:
1. In-turn: Turning in towards the net or the centre of the court
2. Out-turn: Turning out away from the net or towards the sidelines
3. Pivot: Pulling one wheel and pushing the other to produce an ‘on the spot’ turn. This move isis
often used when a ball is coming right at the player.
Turns can be executed in two ways:
1. Momentum Turn
Producing a turn by grasping one wheel or pressing an elbow or
forearm against it. This slows one side of the chair and makes a
turn. Another way to turn is by extending an arm out to ‘counterbalance’ the chair’s movement (this will produce a slower turn).
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2. Cross hand turn
To turn towards their racquet side quickly (right turn for a right
handed player) a player can grasp the wheel on the opposite side
(left hand grasps the right wheel for a right handed player). Lock
ing the elbow onto the lap can provide more strength for this move.

3. PREPARATION
Once the player is in position (either moving or not) the racquet is
set for the stroke. In wheelchair tennis the dominant hand must
make the transition from pushing to stroking very quickly. The
racquet hand is involved in both mobility and hitting the ball. The
timing of the racquet hand making the transition from pushing to hitting is crucial. Too early and no positioning adjustments can be made, too late and the stroke becomes a quick uncontrolled ‘slap’.
Cross Hand Technique
4. RECOVERY
Recovery for a wheelchair player includes many distinct features to maximise positioning.
A) Recovery turn: Turning after the stroke can be either an In-turn or an Out-turn depending on:
1. Momentum: The force of a chair on the move will naturally carry a player into a particular
turn.
2. Physiology: The natural movement of the body, where the impact point is in relation to the
player, and the racquet swing, will also carry a player into a particular turn.

*RULE OF THUMB: A player should always attempt to perform a “natural turn” which is the
turn that is most in harmony with the momentum & physiology principles. This type of turn will
allow physics to work best for the player. The exception to the rule is when a player can gain advantage, or minimise, an opponent’s advantage. In this case a player may choose a, “counter turn” which
is one that ignores the physiology rule. A counter turn is harder to perform but may be worth the effort
tactically.
B) Reverse mobility
In wheelchair tennis it is common to have a dynamic neutral position that is performed while wheeling at an
angle towards the back fence. This allows the player to keep moving and maintain momentum. In this
move, the player must look over their shoulder to pick up the information required to decide on an In-turn
or Out-turn to cut off the opponent’s shot.

Typical reverse mobility method
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Once a coach becomes familiar with the mobility cycle, they are equipped to analyze mobility more effectively. A coach can create an ‘observation checklist’ (neutral position, manoeuvring, preparation, recovery, and all the sub-categories) to observe which components of the cycle are a player’s strengths and
weaknesses. This information can be used to plan a player’s development, or scout opponents.
A coach can use the cycle to observe a player’s mobility in relation to tactics (e.g. does the player always
do an out-turn to recover, or adjust their recovery to take the advantage?). They can plan training to
systematically improve the specific areas that need work rather than putting players through general movement drills.

Wayne Elderton is a National Wheelchair Coach for Canada and Tennis Director at the Grant Connell
Tennis Centre in North Vancouver British Columbia. We would like to gratefully acknowledge ten-time
US Open Champion Randy Snow as well as Tennis Canada and Louis Cayer for providing inspiration
and source material. If you would like to ask a question, give feedback, or want more information,
contact us at:
Website: www.acecoach.com email: info@acecoach.com

club programming for wheelchair tennis
by Marko Polic, ITF Wheelchair Tennis Development Officer
Wheelchair tennis has seen impressive growth over the past ten years expanding into 50 new countries in
this decade alone. While the growth has been tremendous on an international scale, its growth at the local
and national level has been gradual, due primarily to the scarcity of programmes at the club level.
For coaches, learning the skills required to coach wheelchair tennis are often easier than learning the skills
required to start and promote a wheelchair tennis programme. Many are unsure of the accessibility of their
clubs, or if wheelchair players need special assistance, if their wheelchairs might damage the courts, as well
as what other activities can be organised for them.
But the fact is that programming for wheelchair tennis activities, like most other aspects of the sport, is no
different than in able-bodied tennis. And because of the similarities of the games (only the two-bounce rule
difference), integrated programmes have proven to be very successful. So rather than re-inventing the
wheel (chair), most of our recommendations are merely additions to programmes you likely have already.
We hope that this article helps answer some of those key questions that club professionals may have when
considering to start a wheelchair tennis programme. Remember that the fundamental goal for wheelchair
tennis programming is to get players to your club and to have a good time. When you open your doors to
wheelchair tennis players it can be an enriching and educational experience for everyone involved.
CLUB ACCESSIBILITY
Accessibility is not as complicated and demanding as it may sound. The most important thing is that the
players can get from the parking lot to the tennis courts with relative ease and without assistance. The other
areas such as the clubhouse, toilets etc., can be made accessible with a strategically placed board ramp or
the removal or reversal of a door. Overleaf are a few additional considerations.
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Entrances and doorways
Ample room (70 cm) for wheelchair passage?
Entrances onto the courts wide and without barriers?
Path from parking to clubhouse and courts
Any steps or curbs along the way?
Width of path?
Bathrooms
Barrier free entrance into toilet?
Alternate toilet to use?
Note: Players may come with two wheelchairs, one sports wheelchair and an everyday chair. The base of
the sports wheelchair can be significantly wider than the everyday chair, but players can easily transfer to
and from wheelchairs.
COURT SURFACES
Wheelchair tennis events and tournaments are organised on all court surface types aside from natural
grass. Wheelchairs do not cause any permanent damage to courts, not even clay court surfaces. Clay is a
very popular surface on the Tour and many of our major events such as the Invacare World Team Cup and
the Paralympics have been played on clay.
We do recommend clay courts are prepared with special consideration of the perimeter areas, as
wheelchair players tend to use more of the court area near the fences where the court is generally softer.
PROGRAMMES AND ACTIVITIES
In consideration of the eventual goal of integration and once again the similarities of the games, many of our
programming ideas will be geared around integrated events. Integrated events are a growing and learning
experience for everyone involved that teach able-bodied persons how to interact with the disabled persons while enjoying a sport that is truly for everyone.
Also, integrated activities mean that even if you only have one or two players you can get them involved by
simply adding them to existing teams, clinics, etc. Therefore, you do not need a big group of wheelchair
players to organise an activity or start a programme. Below we have listed a few programme ideas from
some of our national organisations that have been quite successful.

Wheelchair tennis leagues
Clubs within your area organise teams of four to five players that combine men, women and juniors. This
team can simply be an addition to already existing men, women and junior’s teams. Teams compete each
weekend or one evening during the week. Regional and national competitions can also be considered.

Mixed leagues
Mixed leagues are comprised of teams that combine able-bodied and wheelchair players. Here, one or
two wheelchair tennis players can join an existing able-bodied team, so that they can compete against
other wheelchair players on similar teams or against able-bodied players.
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Integrated Tournaments
2 Types
1. Wheelchair players are allowed to play in the normal draw. All rules are the same except that the
wheelchair player is allowed two bounces.
Other variation: Able-bodied players are allowed only one serve.
2. Separate wheelchair division to be conducted at the same time as the other events. Great for mingling
and socialising.

“One Up, One Down” tournaments
A one-up, one-down is a doubles event where a wheelchair
tennis player and able-bodied player compete against a team
of the same combination. The wheelchair player is allowed two
bounces of the ball for retrieval, the able-bodied player only
one. (Not fair is it?!?!)

Wheelchair tennis rating system
Wheelchair tennis players are traditionally classified as either Open, A, B, C, D players, based on their
skill level in relation to other wheelchair tennis players. This rating system may not translate directly into
your existing national rating system. It is important however that wheelchair players are rated in relation to
able-bodied players as well, in order to participate and compete in able-bodied events.

Camps and clinics
Camps and clinics can be organised exclusively or integrated. Wheelchair players can easily be added to
your existing group lessons, based on level of play. Once again, you do not have to wait on a big group to
form before getting the players started.

Wheelchair Tennis Exhibitions
Exhibitions can be conducted during club tournaments and are a great way to introduce people to the sport
and the players.
FINDING PLAYERS
Another “grey-area” for coaches and club promoters is in the task of finding players. The search should
begin by contacting your national wheelchair tennis organiser, which is often the national tennis
association. A list of members can be obtained by contacting the ITF Wheelchair Tennis Department.
Another excellent source for finding prospective players is your national disabled sports association or the
National Paralympic Committee.
As with anything, the best advertising is by “word-of-mouth”. Have each player bring at least one new
player to the programme every month or so and watch your programme grow.
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new wheelchair tennis coaching
publications
ITF Wheelchair Tennis Coaches Manual
Written by
Marko Polic, ITF Wheelchair Tennis Development Officer
Written for tennis coaches offering in detail everything they need to
become knowledgable with the wheelchair tennis game.
Ordering details:
Contact ITF Wheelchair Tennis Department @
+ + 44 020 8392 4672 or check ITFTennis.com for order forms.

102 Wheelchair Tennis Drills
Written by Randy Snow and Dr. Bal Moore
Contains wheelchair tennis drills for all level of player and provides drills for mobility, serve and return,
strategy, and doubles.
Ordering details:
Item number for ordering is INS21. Cost is $15.00 plus shipping and handling. The phone number to call
for ordering is ++ 1-888-832-8291

MORE INFORMATION
If you would like more information on programming or coaching wheelchair tennis do not hesitate to call
the ITF Wheelchair Tennis Department @ ++ 44 (0)20 8392 4788.
If you would like to continue receiving coaching information on wheelchair tennis or know of someone else
who would please send the name, address, telephone, email and coaching experience details to
marko.polic@itftennis.com or fax ++ 44 (0)20 8392 4741.
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